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Permalites® 365 are the best way to 
celebrate your special occasions by 
creating any color pattern you want! 
Whether you’re celebrating America’s 
Independence or Santa’s return for 

WHAT ARE 
PERMALITES?

Christmas, now you can show off your style
through your home! Permalites® 365 offers 
the opportunity to enjoy family gatherings, 
celebrate the holidays, any special events, 
and adds security to your home!

MOUNTING SYSTEM TRACKSTRIP LIGHT COVER

Permalites® 365 installs onto your 
roofline in a discreet way that hides 
them during the day. The lights are 
mounted onto a track and a cover 
is placed over them to protect them 
from any harsh weather conditions, 
assuring years of continued enjoyment 
for you and your family!

DISCREET
DURING 
THE DAY

BRIGHT
AT NIGHT
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With a wide selection of features, 
Permalites® 365 is a great investment 
for your family and your home!

Celebrate every special occasion
with Permalites® 365 custom effects 
and light patterns. The Decor Smart
app helps you instantly create any 
color pattern you want to display 
on your home.

From Christmas to Halloween, 
Permalites® 365 has custom 
presets for every holiday in the 
year. For those special nights with 
your family and friends, easily 
change the colors of the presets in 
the Decor Smart app to match the 
mood you’re looking for.

Permalites® 365 are brighter and 
longer lasting than any light on 
the market. Your home will shine 
brightest out of everyone in your 
neighborhood. Using less than .5 
watts per light Permalites® 365 are 
very efficient at conserving energy.

Keep your family safe by having 
bright lights around your home 
that deter unwanted visitors. Be 
comfortable in your home knowing 
you have full-sight outside your 
doors and windows.

Permalites® 365 are designed 
to withstand all types of weather  
environments for years of 
enjoyment.

Permalites® 365 has access to 
millions of colors that display every 
shade of color you can imagine. The 
possibilities are endless when you 
use the Decor Smart app to create 
every color combination you want.

PERMALITES
FEATURES

CUSTOM 
EFFECTS

HOLIDAY 
LIGHTING

BRIGHT 
& EFFICIENT 

SECURITY
LIGHTING

DURABLE
DESIGN

BEST COLOR
ACCURACY
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Decor Smart

CONTROL WITH 
ONE APP 
The Decor Smart app gives you full control of your 
Permalites® 365 system. The app provides you with the 
ability to control your lights in many ways. Never worry 
about turning your lights on or off when you use the app 
to set a timer for your lights. Set them to turn on when 
the sun sets and turn off when you wake up.

Select the perfect tone from a wide 
range of presets for event events that 
bring  your family closer together!

PRESETS

Searching for a precise color to display? 
The RGBW sliders make it simple to 
adjust to the perfect mood!

RGBW SLIDERS

Check out the built-in Color Picker to 
select from millions of colors the hue 
that matches you!

COLOR PICKER
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FAMILY OF 
PRODUCTS

Flood 
Lighting

Strip 
Lighting

Lamp 
Lighting

Remote 
Switch

Landscape 
Lighting

Bistro 
Lighting

Exterior Lighting

Perimeter
Lighting

(Permanent)

C-9
(Seasonal)

Decor Smart has a family of products 
to immerse your entire home with color!

Interior Lighting
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LIGHTING FOR  
ALL SEASONS

Your Permalites® 365 are packed 
with holiday lighting effects such 
as Christmas, Easter, Independence 
Day, and more! Now you can show 
your pride or holiday spirit with 
a push of a button!

HOLIDAY 
LIGHTING

FOURTH OF  
JULY

CHRISTMAS
SPIRIT
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No matter how you use your new 
Permalites® 365 system, you will 
always have a fascinating result. 
Bring your home to life with 
color and enjoy the wonderful 
experience of having color 
changing lights all year long!

ENDLESS 
POSSIBILITIES

SECURITY
LIGHTING

BIRTHDAY
PARTY

SPOOKY
HALLOWEEN
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Contact Permalites® 365 today so we 

can tailor a quality lighting solution 

that will transform your home!

Permanent, color-changing, cloud-controlled 
and calendar-driven perimeter lighting is here. 
Highlight your home, leveraging over 10 million 

colors and a multitude of animation effects!
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Watch our video to see how 
Permalites® 365 would look 

on your home.


